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e-Sprinter and e-PickUp’s for special delivery and transport make sense..

In Chile most vans and pick up’s are 
diesel-powered, and often suffer traffic
restrictions during winter season (june-
agost) by contaminated cities like
Santiago (capital), Temuco and 
Coyhaique, for instance.

If, just the contrary, electric cars won’t
have any restrictions, the acceptance
and frequent use of these imported
vehicles will be more rapid, than we
can imagine…

CO2-free, also means free of diesel-
pollution !!



ecologic turism is CO2-free, sustainable turism.. 

Take a look: where the dieselmotor normally
is situated, exist still space for more Li-
batteries, etc.

Last “World of Energy Solutions”-fair in 
Stuttgart, Germany (12-14 oct 2015) this first
full electric Bus for National Park ‘Black 
Forest’ turism was presented:

+ 20 passengers, 20% climber, 150 km radius

+ second hand strategy (bus recycling)

+ e-drive efficiency 98% vs. diesel motor 45%

+ without gear unit, direct drive

+ 122 Li-FePO4 batteries, 10-year durability

+ proven tech., 100 UPS e-trucks circulate



H2-fuel cell or Li-battery, depends on desired action radius etc.

BOSCH Engineering GmbH prefer long-
concipated H2-hightech than Li-battery, 
for sustainable reasons

Prototype airplane-truck of Hamburg’s
Fuhlsbüttel airport was presented in 
Stuttgart, with full acceptance by fire-
workers

Both technologies must be 
complemented, without ‘no-sense’ 
competition during start up’s



..even BMW’s i3-car is used for e-utility and innovation

This i3-electric car from BMW is used for
innovation and new applications, German 
Aerospace Agency DLR

For instance, in Poland this same car has be 
transformed into a mobile electronic bank
system, applied during ‘mega events’, 
centric concerts, etc.

Therefore, innovative concepts make real 
sense, where 100% mobile electric support is
desired.



If Europe’s transport system is changing, why not in Chile..?

It’s time now to intruduce

intelligent transport utilities, 

in full agreement with

community, politics and 

industry…. Like here in Porto, 

Stuttgart and Epernay, 

France, the famous village of 

Champaign, east of Paris. 

COP21: The entire world

needs ‘clean’ energy drive 

(..and drivers too).
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